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About This Game

Your boss, The Bull, the most dangerous gangster in New Orleans, has a job for you. Rescue your kidnapped lover--officially
The Bull’s lover, but unofficially yours--before dawn. Slaughter everyone who stands in your way, including other gangsters,

cops, and the Triad, as you slink across the underbelly of New Orleans.

NOLA Is Burning is a blood-soaked interactive noir thriller where your choices control the story. The game is entirely text-
based--without graphics or sound effects--and powered by the vast, unstoppable power of your imagination.

Will you outwit your enemies or take it to the mattresses with your trusty sawtooth? Will you earn respect as NOLA’s most
infamous headcrusher, or will you retire to Mexico on a huge pile of cash? To be honest, you'll probably die. But in NOLA,

death is just the beginning.

 Your character, your choice: play as a man or a woman, straight or gay!

 Make deals with the cops, a Voodoo priestess, the leader of the local Triad, or a fallen priest.

 Mix old world magic and advanced technology in a fight to the death, and beyond.

 More than 70,000 words of interactive fiction, 15,000 words on every run through the game.
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I recommend Tropico 3 for many reasons:
1. The aim of the game is to rule, and to rule for many years. You have work hard to do just that, managing the economy,
maintaining your popularity, evading coups, balancing the factions on the island are a few examples. I enjoyed having to deal
with all these.

2. The graphics are nice, I haven't played the earlier versions of the game (the original Tropico or Tropico 2) but this one has
nice buildings and landmarks to choose from. The user interface is also well designed (unlike Tropico 4 - see below).

3. The game gives you an objective for each scenario, and you have only so many years to complete that objective. Having a
single objective gives you a lot of freedom, you get to decide about other matters on the island.

4. The game has really good music, the tracks certainly fit the 'Tropical' atmosphere.

5. There is a plethora of different scenarios. Although it gets repetitive as you play, the game still has a good replay level.

Comparing Tropico 3 & 4:
So, if you are new to the Tropico series (like I once was), I would recommend getting Tropico 3 instead of Tropico 4. In my
opinion, it definitely has a better user interface, a nicer objective system (Tropico 4 keeps giving you objectives - it is, as far as
I have seen, endless and boring) and better music. One thing Tropico 3 may be lacking is imports (you can only export goods in
T3), which is included in T4, but other than that, T4 is no better than T3, and I think T3 outweighs T4.
. One of the best "choice of" games I've played. Definitely worth a shot.. I want to recommend this but I really can't. If you're
looking for an extension of the main game this isn't it. It's almost hard for the sake of being hard. I wouldn't mind that, but the
enemies can see you before you can see them and are much more accurate. Frequently you will get hit by someone off screen.
Sometimes they start shooting before they are even turned to face you. I had a guy that shot the guy in front of him because he
activated and fired the moment he was on my screen.

You might like it, but there's just a lot of little flaws that I don't care for. Especially not at regular price.. This is my favorite DLC
because LMG is the best Primary weapon to use if you decided to go loud in my opinion. Why? Because with LMG you carry about
total of 300 to 450 (without skill) ammo versus Assault rifles 80 to 180 (without skill). Which increase your survivability
tremendously. On top of that you get more ammo form ammo bags when you use a LMG because ammo bag refill your ammo by
percentage (300% default amount). I hate it when I put down an ammo bag when we are going loud, and I come back to refill my
ammo only to find my ammo bag is gone because people using other types of weapon are hogging them.

Cons: LMG cannot use sight, people claims that it is only good up close. Therefore it cannot take out snipers at a distant. My
solution is to get a laser sight attachment to your LMG and all your problem is solve. Then tap your mouse button when firing at
range target it work just as well as other assault rifles against snipers, and use control burst (hold your mouse button to fire 2-3
ammo) when firing at target in mid range.

But what if I cannot get a laser attachment to my LMG. Solution is to equip another weapon with a sight or laser attachment. Then
take a piece of clear tape (mark a dot or arrow on it) and tape it on the center of your monitor when you are aiming with your
other sight or laser attachment weapon. Now equip your LMG again and you can use it like you actually have a laser sight equip.

Pros: LMG let you survive waves of enemies that are rushing you where other weapon will fail you. How does it do that? Because
LMG have the largest ammo clip, when compare to other weapon (200 ammo clip if you are using KSP), so it will give you enough
firepower to clear out most enemies rushes before you have to reload and prepare for the next wave. Believe me, I see lots player go
down most of time from enemy rushes because they have to reload, or they cannot kill the cloaker\/taser\/ bulldozer unit that are
mix in.

My recommendation for attachment is to balance damage,stability and accuracy, so pick the piece of attachment that give you the
most point between the three stat and you will have a winner.. great volume! and it's nice to see Cirava again. You get so many
trains, 2x Steam, So many reskins, Diesels. 125. Seriously you get a huge route + freeroam and many trains, 10\/10 Worth it.
Hexvade is a game that actually interested me since I heard it was being developed by Andy Mark who's friends with a few people
that I close to, so I figured I'd try to give it a shot eventually. I gave it about 2 hours to take a look into it, see it's pros and cons, and
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weather I find this game good. (This is all based on experience with Single Player.)

Firstly I must say the simple graphic design is sorta of a vein to something like classic or retro games of the Mid 80's, and to boot
the difficulty I must say is actually really challenging (Like if you aren't prepaired to be challenged by a game, this game will crush
you almost immediately.) This game will be brutal, though there are problems with that. Some of the bosses are much easier than
others. The Lizard per example is much harder to beat that The Ninja the first time around. Vice versa and you can switch them
around, but recommended to take down the easier bosses first. Some Items in this game you can pick up are better than others
obviously, though that's sometimes different in certain situations which I like. Some of the Boss patterns can be tricky and some can
be easy. A lot can be going on at times which is hard to sort of grasp but it's not super unfair, though at times it can be.

The game as I said had a graphic design that was simple though it quite looks nice and appreciate the artistry, the boss designs are
quite nice and have a lot of charm. Same with the HexMAN which is easily the best character (Totally.) There is a lot to love with
it, and to go along with it the soundtrack is quite a gem. Really if you haven't, do yourself a favor and check out Loeder on Youtube
and listen to his music. He's one of a kind. The presentation is easy to understand and you have to memorize very few things during
playing the game which is good since it keeps things much less complicated than they need to be.

There are a few things that kinda happen that distract the gameplay like colission detection sometimes seems to be finicy, especially
in the Hex Block that drop as you can phase right through them, Some of the times when you collect an item you don't get it
sometimes which makes no sense but it happened to me on a few occassions. Sometimes the hitbox sort of lags behind and when I hit
the head of a character that can be hit there the hitbox of something (Say the tail) is still there and I take damage for it instead.

On one last note, this game I feel is a good game, not great though it has a lot of potential. I quite enjoyed the 2 hours I spent with it
and yes I know I haven't played Mulitplayer but as a Single Player game it's quite enjoyable and I recommend people who are fans
of challenging platformers and Boss Rush types of games. It's well worth the money asked.. A short game focused heavily on
storyline mixed in with interactive puzzles.
Pros
- The game looks stunning for the most part (Add a brightness control)
- I found no performance issues
- Great soundtrack.

Some issues
- Movement is pretty poor, the parkour throughout the game felt like it shouldn't be there with the current movement system. The
jumps felt kind of broken, half the time my jumps never activated on the parkour.
- The storyline is fine but doesn't link back to the puzzles. In my experience the puzzles never related back to the actual storyline,
they felt like two separate entities jammed together.
- The game introduced elements (moving platforms etc.) but never brought them back again. I would have loved to see a more
diverse range of puzzles elements throughout the game instead of focusing on one element.

Notes
This is a simple game, for the most part, players won't have an issue figuring out the puzzles.
The trailer seems a bit misleading, the trailer is fast paced with an upbeat soundtrack which the game is the opposite of. The game is
slower paced and focuses more on a story.

For the price? The game is 100% worth it if you like a story based 3D platformer with a relaxing feel.. This is a great and
relatively short game!

I quite enjoy perspective-based puzzle games (although there don't seem to be too many around). This game was no exception.

It had a beautiful and simple aesthetic, and was quite colorful. The sound\/music (mostly an ambient, atmospheric humming sort
of sound), didn't distract from the puzzles, and sounded excellent. Thankfully, the character's walking pace was quite quick.

The character is controlled simply by clicking where you wish to go.

The puzzles were, on the whole pretty good. Sometimes the amount of things that were moving when rotated things was a bit much,
however. Occasionally, the puzzles felt as though I just solved them by trying a bunch of different things out. Also, sometimes the
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puzzles hold your hand a bit, which can be either good or bad, depending on the difficulty and your prowess at this game.

After completing a majority of the levels, I found myself just grinning at the overall cleverness of the level. Most of the puzzles
were satisfying to solve.

Overall, this was a great game, and I'm glad I impulse bought it! :D
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I love this game! It's really fun and challenging at times. I love all of the playfirst games!. Buy it.

I was bored, looking through the Steam sales, and this game cost 49 cents. I bought it because I wanted to get as close to 0
dollars in my wallet as I could.

As much as I was angered I was left with 5 cents, I'm really glad I bought this game. It's very simple, and is very story-driven,
where the choices you make actually make a bit of a difference. Really, for the cheap price and the spine-chilling, albeit weird,
story, there's no reason you should leave this game out of your library. It's a very quick game, no more than 3 hours, and leaves
you with a great resolution.. This game looked really cool in the trailer. After buying and playing for about 30 minutes i realized
its bugged too much at this point to even play. e.g. I equiped my axe in slot 1, i can swing it but it does nothing. Cant harvest
wood to build. Swimming is severely bugged graphics-wise. I will keep checking in on this game because it looks cool.. These
tracks work in both modern and futuristic settings. There's a decent range available for different moods, ranging from wars
against alien abominations to desolate ruins of past societies. A couple tracks go a bit closer to the ambient side, which helps
with exploration. It leans heavily on synth, but doesn't get boring. There's enough music for a medium-sized game.. It's an
amazing soundtrack, that adds so much to an already decent game. Plus you can get it for only like a dollar extra (I think right
now it's $0.50).. English:

This DLC is unop of the best because we are presented with these characters previously seen but this time they will show us
their journeys in the world of Grand Theft Auto IV and we are presented with an epic crossover between Niko Bellic, John and
Luis Lop\u00e9z,
if you liked GTA IV you should consider buying this DLC

Spanish:

Este DLC es unop de los mejores pues se nos presentan estos personajes ya antes visto pero en esta ocasi\u00f3n nos mostraran
sus travesias en el mundo del Grand Theft Auto IV y se nos presentan un epico crossover entre Niko Bellic,John y Luis
Lop\u00e9z,
si te gusto GTA IV deberias de considerar en comprarte este DLC. Game is dead and at current price totally not worth it. For
what it is... this game is GREAT! Not much to it, but its really quite fun when playing with 3+ players. Yes there are not many
levels, but the levels that have been made each give provide a different style of play, not just a new aesthetic. The visuals are
kick\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665too on highest settings, and if you have a BIG tv, then i cannot recommend enough for
some frantic action.

The game's control is particularly good in that you need to press the trigger button to fire from your turrent, not just aim it in the
desired direction with the right thumb stick. This makes a huge difference to the tactics of your game and allows the player
greater timing control. The tanks also have some physics, so if you drive properly you are rewarded with faster movement.

Only drawback is the price: \u00a36.99 is a bit steep considering the amount of content, but if like me you get this on sale, well
all that's left to say is THANK YOU to the dev that made the game. Wicked!. I've loved the Nancy Drew game series ever since
I was a child. Warnings at Waverly Academy does not disappoint in either nostalgia or gameplay.
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